APollo A100
INNOVATIVE EXTERIOR FUNCTIONAL COATING
FOR FACADES AND OUTDOOR

APollo A100
INNoVATIVE EXTERIoR FUNCTIoNAl
CoATING FoR FACADES AND oUTDooR
The innovative exterior functional coating for facades and outdoor provides an optimal
protection for facades against moisture in addition to all environmental and weather
influences. Promotes resistance against algae, mould and moss infestation. Promotes
and optimises the performance of existing composite thermal insulation systems.
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apollo A100
Membran-insolation for facades
and outside sections
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SUITABlE SUBSTRATES
• Mineral substrates
• plastics
• plaster
• concrete
• metals
• sand-line bricks
• fibre cement panels
• old paintwork
• half-timbered
• construction
• timber
• pre-treated galvanised surfaces
and metals
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water vapour-permeable open
to diffusion water-repellent and
rainproof optimises the U value
sustainably dirt-repellent
colourfast
147% crack-bridging
low flammability
extremely UV and
weather-resistant
resistant to emissions
excellent bonding capacity
outstanding coverage
0 degree of chalking
solvent-free
prevents the formation of
mould, algae and moss
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THERE IS oNlY oNE SolUTIoN
AGAINST All FoUR MAIN CAUSES oF
FACADE DESTRUCTIoN: APollo A100

MAIN CAUSE 1: UV lIGHT

MAIN CAUSE 2: ERoSIoN

THE DESTRUCTIVE PoWER oF lIGHT

WIND AND WATER IN INTERPlAY

Shortwave sunlight (socalled UV radiation) destroys the
normal resins, which are added to conventional wall paints
to guarantee their elasticity, in a very short time. After
only five years, these become brittle under the influence of
UV radiation. Fine microcracks, through which water and
damaging chemicals can penetrate the masonry, form.

Wind, water and environmental pollutants start to attack
building outer surfaces on many fronts day by day. This is
a process which, unfortunately, is not only seen on old
structures such as churches and castles. As soon as the protective function of the paint has been “dissolved”, the plaster
is attacked and moisture penetrates.

THE FACADE AS FREE AIR CoNDITIoNING
EQUIPMENT

Because they are extremely resistant, ceramic coatings
are most suitable for protecting against building substance
decay. Furthermore, dirt and smoke particles are far less
likely to adhere to the surfaces. Instead of an expensive paint
coat, simple spraying off with water or the use of a steam
cleaning device is sufficient.

An extremely high reflectiveness of almost 90 % was
determined in laboratory tests on apollo A100. This means
that a large proportion of the sunlight falling on the coated
facade is reflected. This means that external building walls
(and therefore their interior space) heat up considerably
less. In other words, apollo A100 is effectively an absolutely
free air conditioning unit in your facade which saves both
space and energy,...

apollo a100 – the probleM solUtion

energy saving

breathable

desiccate of brickwork

weatherproof
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MAIN CAUSE 3: TEMPERATURE FlUCTUATIoNS
IN THE AREA oF TENSIoN BETWEEN HEAT
AND ColD
Especially in spring and autumn, facades are subject to
drastic fluctuations between day and night temperatures.
The problem in this case is that the various structural
materials expand and contract again at different rates
during temperature changes. In the case of conventional
mineral coatings, this leads to cracks in the surface which
considerably restrict the coating‘s protective function after
only a short time. apollo A100 retains. Our ceramic coating
is based on an acrylate which possesses the outstanding
property of bridging existing cracks due to its exceptional
elasticity.

CRACk BRIDGING
• elongation at break up to
147 % bridges microcracks,
prevents capillary
moisture penetration
• equates movements/
shrinking of wall
panels/plaster

wall

MAIN CAUSE 4: MoISTURE BASIC
INFoRMATIoN ABoUT THE “INFlUENCE”
oF MoISTURE
Every facade absorbs moisture from the surroundings. This is
especially visible during autumn and spring. A warm winter
or a wet summer introduce a lot of water into the facade.
During winter, the frozen water then bursts cracks in the
facade and the plaster. This doesn‘t just result in the facade
looking unpleasant, but can also be the cause of a whole
series of consequential damages.
Algae, mould and other signs of rotting promote further
moisture penetration which means that the plaster will
become permanently damaged over time. In the case of
normal paintwork which is open to diffusion, only the top
layer actually dries. Only long periods of sun radiation allow
the entire structural substance to dry out. However, on the
shady side of the building facades hardly ever dry out or
do not do so at all. The structure‘s insulating effect is then
drastically reduced. The masonry can only provide half its
insulating capability at only 4 % structural moisture content.
For this reason, demoisturising is an important stage in
improving a building‘s energy balance. If the structural
moisture content reduces by only 1 %, an increase of 10 %
can be achieved in the insulating capability.
apollo A100 is open to diffusion, and ensures permanent
moisture transport to the outside. This means that problems
caused by algae, mould and moss infestation are a thing of
the past.

plaster
apollo A100

An independent test showed that coatings containing ceramic
particles applied to a brick wall only absorb 3.1 % water – and
that is 47 % less than facade paintwork. The absorbed water
is no longer transported towards the inside. Thanks to the
membrane, no water is allowed to penetrate from the outside
but the condensate can still defuse from inside to out.
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TESTED AND FoUND To BE GooD
Independent testing institutes attest apollo A100 bestpossible values with regard to resistance against the
influences of weather. Furthermore, tension cracks are
considerably reduced and hairline cracks are bridged.
Electrostatic charging is also reduced by the dirt-repellent

function. Considerably fewer dirt particles are deposited. This
means that the masonry heats up less, and interior spaces
remain comfortably cool even during high heat levels. And all
this takes place with optimum colour brilliance and extreme
colour-fastness.

MAIN FEATURES
test item

test result

Din

rating

Dry layer thickness

200 μm

EN ISO 2808

Mean thickness

Brightness

89.6 Y (100 Y = ideal white)

DIN 53778-3

High radiation power

Degree of chalking

0

EN ISO 4628-6

No chalking

pH value

10,8

ISO 976

Moderately alkaline

Water vapour discharge

Proven openness to diffusion

Membrane for condensate
discharge is determined

Water absorption

3.1 % TC + brickwork
2.3 % TC + plasterboard

Difference to other facade
paintwork 47.2 % or 23.2 %,
detects completely against
moisture.

The tested resistance against water absorption at simultaneous
confirmed membrane effect during condensate transport to the
outside is particularly apparent.

DURABIlITY
test item

test result

Din

rating

Weathering

5000 h of UV light
do not cause any changes

ISO 4628 6174
colorimetry

Especially UV light resistant

Tension test

Tensile strength 0.7 ± 0.0 (MPa)
53504
Elongation at rupture 147.6 ± 9.7 (%)
at 200 um

150 % elongation; there-fore
extremely crack-bridging,
tension-equalising

Temperature change test

No change at:
6 h at -15°C
2 h at +23°C
16 h at +60°C

EN ISO 4628

Extremely resistant to sudden
temperature change

Steam jet test

No changes, even to cross-section

90 bar; 20 sec. 60°C

Extremely high resistance
against external influences

Sand drop test

No change

ASTM D 968

Extremely strong against erosion

The large number of successful tests documents the extraordinary qualities which apollo A100 brings to facade
protection. This is the only way in which all possible causes
of facade destruction can be simultaneously and effectively
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combated. IBT therefore provides a guarantee of 10 years
for every facade which has been professionally coated with
apollo A100.

THE ADVANTAGES ARE oBVIoUS!
1 | GUARANTEED WEATHER PRoTECTIoN

6 | DIRT REPEllENT

Facades coated with apollo A100 provide every building with
rain-proof, weather-resistant and water vapour-permeable
„breathable“ weather protection.

Dirt, smoke and fumes deposit themselves on surfaces
coated with IBT-Products considerably less heavily, and can
simply be sprayed off with clear water (outdoors) or wiped
off with a moist cloth (indoors).

2 | PREVENTIoN oF CRACk FoRMATIoN
7 | ATTRACTIVE ColoURING
The high proportion of ceramics regulates the temperature:
Heat radiation is reflected, which means that the facade heats
up less. Differing temperature zones are equalised, which
prevents crack formation.

Both old and new buildings can be easily coated in your
required colouring, which means that IBT-Products enable
attractive, wide-ran-ging colouring both inside and out.

3 | oPTIMUM HAIRlINE CRACk RENoVATIoN

8 | VAlUE APPRECIATIoN

Cracked facades can easily and reliably be renovated using
apollo A100 because hairline cracks are permanently bridged.

apollo A100 protects your structures! Any older building is
provided with value appreciation, new buildings retain their
value over the long-term.

4 | No AlGAE, MoSS oR MoUlD AGAIN
9 | EXPERIENCE
apollo A100 means that external facades remain free of
algae, mould or moss.

5 | UV lIGHT RESISTANCE
The destructive effect of UV light is greatly minimised.
UV light is almost 100 % reflected. A nice side-effect: apollo
A100 allows your facade to gleam brighter.

IBT functional coatings have been fine-tuned and are often
recommended by both specialists and experienced tradesmen.

U-valUe-optiMization DeterMineD by
WAY oF MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES!
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